Abundance of information in recent years has become a serious challenge for Web users. Recommender Systems (RSs) have been often utilized to alleviate this issue. RSs prune large information spaces to recommend the most relevant items to users by considering their preferences. Nonetheless, in situations where users or items have few opinions, the recommendations cannot be made properly. This notable shortcoming in practical RSs is called coldstart problem. In present study, we propose a novel approach to address this problem by incorporating social networking features. Coined as Enhanced Content-based Algorithm using Social Networking (ECSN), the proposed algorithm considers the submitted ratings of faculty mates and friends besides user's own preferences. The effectiveness of ECSN algorithm was evaluated by implementing it in MyExpert 1 , a newly designed Academic Social Network (ASN) for academics in Malaysia. Real feedbacks from live interactions of MyExpert users with the recommended items are recorded for 12 consecutive weeks in which four different algorithms namely random, collaborative, content-based and ECSN were applied every three weeks. The empirical results show significant performance of ECSN in mitigating the cold-start problem besides improving the prediction accuracy of recommendations when compared with other studied recommender algorithms.
Introduction
The prevalence of digital technology and rapid development of World Wide Web has revolutionized our society toward a culture based on the value of information [1] . The online environments, such as social networks and weblogs, have thus become an abundant information source evidencing a significant effect on users' lifestyle [2, 3] . Similar scenario has occurred in ASNs. A huge amount of e-content is produced on the Web every single day, covering various types of academic items such as news, jobs, scholarships and conferences. As recommending the most relevant information to users based on his/her needs is getting difficult [4] , Recommender Systems (RSs) have emerged to alleviate above challenges by providing users with most relevant items [5] . RSs utilize the users' past evaluations and interactions with system to predict potential further likes and interests of their users [6] .
Two most popular approaches among RSs are Collaborative and Content-based recommender algorithms [5] [6] [7] [8] . In Collaborative algorithm, the recommendations are made based on the items that people with similar preferences and interests preferred previously [9] . While in Content-based methods, recommended items are those with content similar to previously preferred items by a target user [6] . Since in Collaborative filtering techniques, the analysis of the actual content is not required, they are widely used in making predictions to filter any types of items such as text, photos, music, and videos [4] . Content-based RSs, on the other side, analyze item descriptions to find items that are of particular interest to the user [10] . They adopt a well-structured framework for comparing user interests with the items' specifications to finally suggest the most suitable item to a target user [11] . Although content-based recommendation methods resolve the new items' issues, but they still suffer from the cold-start problem in situations when new users are involved [5] .
The cold-start problem is divided into two categories of cold-start items and cold-start users [9] . Cold-start items challenge is caused by new items that are supposed to be recommended to users, while there are not enough previous submitted ratings about them [4, 12, 13] . Cold start problem happens when a new user who has already joined an online environment has presented just few opinions. In such situations, there is no interaction between the new user and the other ones, and hence it is not possible to measure the similarity between them. As the result, the recommender systems are unable to make reliable recommendations [9] . Both collaborative and content-based recommender systems have a shortcoming related with cold-start problem [5] . For optimal recommendations, collaborative algorithms require strict records of previous item ratings. However, in some domains which new items exist with no previous rating records, collaborative methods cannot function properly. Hence in collaborative filtering approaches, cold-start new items problem occurs in such conditions when new items are supposed to be recommended [9] . This issue has been mitigated to some extent by content-based recommender systems, which can predict item relevance even in the absence of prior ratings [10] . Nevertheless, even content-based recommender systems suffer from cold-start new users' challenge. They are unable to recommend items to new users in the absence of any history of previous interactions with the system [5] .
To mitigate the above mentioned problems, an enhanced version of the content-based algorithm is proposed in the current research, whereby social networking techniques are utilized to not only solve the cold-start problem, but also improve the prediction accuracy of the recommendation process. This model considers the interests and preferences of users' friends and faculty mates in addition to users' own preferences. In this novel approach, the interests and preferences of users are stored in a hierarchy tree structure. The subsequent sections are organized as follows. The next section presents some related research works in solving the cold-start problem. Section 3 introduces the ECSN algorithm with is proposed in present research. The results of 12 weeks experiments carried out in this research are presented and discussed in section 4 and finally, Section 5 concludes the article by outlining our future research directions.
Related Works
The defining attribute of the Internet today is the abundance of information and choice. In such enormous online environment, recommendation systems were designed to alleviate this problem by providing personalized item recommendations to users [2] . Two widely used techniques in such systems are collaborative and content-based filtering but they both suffer from cold-start problem [5] . This issue has led to the emergence of some hybrid recommendation algorithms to sidestep this shortcoming and improve the recommendation quality.
By presenting a tagging method in collaborative filtering algorithms, Saini and Banda [14] were one of the earliest researchers who suggested a solution for solving the cold-start problem. Park and Chu [15] also proposed predictive feature-based regression models that leverage all available information of users and items. Some researchers have suggested the use of ratings agents, known as filterbots, for augmenting the ratings of items based on their content features [16, 17] , while some others have integrated a user model with trust and distrust networks to identify trustworthy users [2] . In another research work, a recommendation algorithm is proposed that learns to conduct the interview process guided by a decision tree with multiple questions at each split [18] . Lam et. al. [19] , developed a hybrid model based on analysis of two probabilistic aspect models. Their study combined the pure collaborative filtering with users' information to solve the cold-start problem. Communities' information, extracted from different dimensions of social networks was used in [20] to help recommendation systems in solving cold-start problem based on the fount latent similarities. Proposing a new similarity measure is also another solution which was used in [21] to solve this problem. In their study, the authors used optimization based on neural learning to achieve better performance in recommending to new users. In [22] , CCFBURP was presented as a new method that constructs an algorithm with two steps, in the first of which they screen neighbors of the target user, using its personal attributes, while in the second of which they train the interview model on the dataset constituted of the neighbors and alternative projects. Then the recommender system forecasts goal of optional project ratings of the target user.
As stated in [23, 24] , the majority of previous recommender algorithms have focused on enhancing the performance of the recommendation process and mitigating the cold-start problem without considering the social elements of decision making and advice seeking. More specifically, traditional recommender systems ignore social relationships among users. It has been affirmed that recommender algorithms could be significantly improved by drawing on features from social systems [25] . Filling this gap, some researchers have conducted related studies by utilizing the social networking features. For example, Umbrath, et. al. [26] presented a probabilistic approach to item recommendation in order to enhance the recommendations during the cold-start period in CiteULike community. The authors extended the previous models such as probabilistic latent semantic analysis (PLSA) by merging both user-item as well as item-tag observations into a unified representation. Also in this context, an improved method was proposed by introducing an item-oriented function, focusing on solving the dilemma of the recommendation accuracy between the cold and popular items [27] . This method was based on a hybrid algorithm incorporating the heat conduction and probability spreading processes. The experimental results indicate that their proposed algorithm significantly improves the recommendation accuracy of the cold items, while it keeps the recommendation accuracy of the overall and the popular items. Furthermore, Zhang, et al. proposed a recommendation algorithm based on the user-tag-object tripartite which makes use of social tags. Besides of enhancing the algorithmic accuracy and diversity, this method significantly resolves the cold-start problem in social tagging systems with heterogeneous object degree distributions [28] . Another algorithm [29] was introduced to leverage the rich social information in one platform to help the construction of a new user network in another platform on user level. Based on conducted data analysis, they showed that friend relations and common contact behavior can be better transferred to another social platform.
The Proposed ECSN Algorithm
In present research, an enhanced version of content-based recommender systems is generated which incorporates social network-based factors to improve the performance of the recommendation process. Figure 1 depicts the overview of recommending top 10 items to members of MyExpert. This process includes collecting the relevant feedback from MyExpert users, generating and keeping updated user profiles based on their elicited preferences during the interactions, and finally, applying ECSN recommender algorithm to find top 10 academic items among 100 submitted ones in each week of experiment and sending the weekly e-Newsletter for each member of MyExpert.
Figure 1: Overview of ECSN Recommendation Process
More specifically, ECSN algorithm utilizes the 'Friends Profile' and 'Faculty mates Profile' besides the users' own preferences. In doing so, all transactions records of a given user's friends are analyzed by ECSN recommender engine and the most relevant nodes in preference tree structure of academic items would be elicited. Then, the rating value of elicited nodes will be updated in preference tree of the given user. The same process would be done regarding the faculty mates of the target user.
ECSN recommender algorithm manages the preference scores of users for academic items categories in a tree data structure which is designed in hierarchical form. Hence, in ECSN algorithm the users' preference scores for each academic item category is stored based on following definition:
Definition 1: The preference tree ( ) of user is isomorphic to the hierarchy tree of item categories, and the set of nodes of the preference tree ( ) is as follows:
where , , and are the user identifier, the item category identifier of the hierarchy tree, and the preference score, respectively.
Definition 2:
The preference scores ( ) are defined as follows:
where ( , ) is the total preference score of user i for the academic item category node j. Each element of this definition is described in following:
( , ) is the score related to clicks of given user i for the item category node j , which is specified by counting the number of clicks for given customer during the research experiments.
( , ) is calculated by adopting the submitted rates of given user i to academic items which classified in category node j.
the value of ( , ) is calculated by considering the top 3 interesting item nodes of preference tree among the members who have registered in the same faculty that the given user i belongs to.
Last element, ( , ), is dedicated to preferences of friends for given member i. The strategy that described above for calculating the ( , ) is adopted here for ( , ) with this difference that it takes into account the top 3 item nodes which are mostly interesting among friends of given member.
As mentioned in previous researches [30] , some weights might be assigned to each parameters of the formula for computing the preference scores. Accordingly, in Definition 2, the (∝ ) represent relative weights for each element. As and are the most important personal elements that should be counted for given users i, the value of 5 is considered for ∝ and ∝ . Relatively, the weight of 3 has been considered for ∝ since is less significant than user's own preferences. And finally, ∝ is set by 1 as has the lowest influence in Definition 2. The assigned weights are subjective values for considering the levels of importance among users' own preferences, their faculty mates and friends. Although the experimental results of this study indicate that these settings work well in improving the prediction accuracy of recommendations, but as the future works, even these weights might be optimized by applying some other techniques such as genetic algorithms.
After calculating the preferences scores for each user i, the Definition 3 is applied for some non-leaf nodes of preference tree which their values are still 0.
Definition 3:
The preference scores ( ) a non-leaf-level product category j are defined as follows:
The preference tree of a certain user i is initialized to Zero when a user creates a profile in academic social network (MyExpert) :
The values that are illustrated in Table 1 are used for updating the preference scores. (1) When the given user i rates the academic items related to category node j:
(2) When the given user i clicks the academic items related to category node j:
The above update procedure does not require the update of preference scores for all nodes of the tree, rather it requires only the update of the preference scores of nodes relate to visited and rated items.
After updating and, the preference scores (PS) need to be updating by considering the Faculty mates and Friends of given user i:
Similarly, the value is updated as:
As mentioned in above formulas, ( ) is the average value of top 3 preferences scores which were assigned to product category j by friends or faculty mates of target user ( ). In this study, top 3 scores were considered instead of all recorded scores to make the proposed algorithm more applicable in real situations facing to millions of items and users. As another reason, considering assigned weights in equation (2), the preferences of faculty mates and friends are mostly effective in cold-start situations when there is not enough recorded preferences for target user. In such conditions, for making recommendations, it is preferred to find the top items which are most interesting for friends and classmates.
In each week of experiments, 100 academic items were submitted at MyExpert academic social network. Each studied recommender algorithms aimed to select top 10 items for each user and recommend it through an enewsletter. For first three algorithms, the selection process was implemented based on recommender algorithms that were studied through the review of literature. In random recommender algorithm, the random 10 items were selected. Collaborative algorithm made predictions based on the items that people with similar preferences and interests preferred previously [31, 32] . For implementing the pure content-based recommendation, the preference tree approach [30] was followed. Finally, an enhanced selection process was used in ECSN recommender algorithm which is illustrated in Figure 2 .
Figure 2: The ECSN Selection Process
For each user of MyExpert, the item categories get ordered based on value and stored in a stack data structure ( ) such that the category with biggest is accessible at the top of the stack. To produce the recommendation list for user , top most category is moved to using ( ). Then, the new submitted items in MyExpert (100 items per week) are searched to find academic items using category ID of . The recommendation list that is supposed to be suggested to each user includes 10 most relevant items. To have more items with highest value in this list, the array has been considered to identify the number of items for each top scored item category:
Based on this identified priority, the highest scored category can have up to 3 items while two next highest ones come with at most 2 items in recommendation list. The others have the same value of one item. In the body of ℎ , the ordered recommendation list ( ) is generated for each user ∈ .
To compare the efficiency of ECSN algorithm with previous approaches, collaborative and content-based recommendation algorithms were implemented and applied in this study.
In collaborative filtering approach, prediction is done based on the items previously preferred by people with similar preferences and interests. There are two main classifications for Collaborative Filtering recommender systems, i.e. memory-based (user-based) and model-based (item-based). To mitigate some shortcomings of former approach, the model-based method was developed that looks for similar items instead of making groups of similar users [6, 32] .
for each ∈ { 1. Generating the ordered stack of item categories ( ) based on value computed by Definition 2 and 3.
2.
← // Initializing the Selected Items Count ( ) by 0 3.
← // Initializing the selected category ( ) by 0 4.
10. } } For this reason, the model-based approach was implemented in this research to utilize its advantages. In this method, the similarity of items is calculated as: (12) where indicates the set of all users who rated both items and . Accordingly, , and , are the ratings assigned by user to items and respectively [33] . Also, to predict which items are the best candidates to be recommended to each given member of MyExpert, the following predictor function was used at this stage:
To implement the content-based recommendation algorithm in this study, the preference scoring structure was used to model the user profiles [30] . Similar to ECSN algorithm, this approach also manages the preference scores of users for academic items categories in a tree data structure which is designed in hierarchical form. Hence, the data structure which was identified in Definition 1 is used for this method:
But in this recommendation algorithm, only the user's own preferences are used for calculating the preference score:
Comparison of the above formula with its enhanced version in Definition 2, illustrates that in ECSN algorithm the preferences of friends and faculty mates are considered in addition of the target user's own preferences. The experimental results in the next section show the positive influence of this enhancement in improving the prediction accuracy of recommendations and solving the cold-start problem.
Experiments and Results
The experiments in this research ran for 14 weeks from 7th September until 26th December, 2012. In this duration, four recommender algorithms (random, collaborative, content-based, and ECSN) were applied and their performance in making the most effective recommendations was compared to each other. In doing so, after running the first two weeks of experiments as pretest, the random recommender algorithm was used for three weeks to recommend academic items to MyExpert users. Next, the collaborative and content-based recommender systems were adopted over the following 6 weeks of data gathering. Finally, during the last 3 weeks, MyExpert members received recommendations by the ECSN algorithm to conclude the experiments for this study. In these 14 weeks of feedback collection, 1390 records of academic items were submitted to MyExpert including 346 academic jobs, 339 conferences, 355 scholarships, and 350 academic news. These items were sent to 920 MyExpert registered members from 10 universities in Malaysia. To assess the prediction accuracy of studied recommender algorithms, precision, recall, fallout, and F1 were used as well-known measurements in this context [6, 33] . The details of experimental results are presented in following in terms of solving cold-start problem and making the effective recommendations.
Solving the Cold-Start Problem
In situations where collaborative and content-based methods suffer from the cold start problem when new items or new users are involved [33] , the ECSN recommender algorithm utilized social networking features to solve this
issue. Collected feedback from 14 weeks of experiments was analyzed to show how the proposed recommender algorithm in present research mitigated this issue. To clarify the status of the cold start, this research focused on the number of recommended new items to existing and new users. In this context, totNRI_EU assisted in investigating the new items problem while totNRI_NU concentrated on the new user perspective of the cold start problem. The average value of these measurements for each user shows to what extent the adopted recommender algorithm succeeded in solving the cold start issue. As illustrated in Table 2 , the collaborative recommender algorithm was not able to contribute at all regarding new users and new items in the cold start problem. Any new item was suggested even to existing MyExpert users. Thus, this method only applies when previously rated items are supposed to be recommended to existing users. The abovementioned statistics therefore prove that the collaborative algorithm poses the cold start problem in both cases of new items and new users.
The content-based technique found an average of 3 new items for existing users. Nevertheless, it still encountered a problem with new users. As shown in Table 2 , 24 new users were added to the MyExpert academic social network during the experimental series CB_Series1 to CB_Series3. According to column totNRI_NU (Total Number of Recommended Items with Prediction value >1 to New Users), the content-based approach was unable to recommend the new items to new users. So it is concluded that the new items part of the cold start problem was solved with an average of 3 recommended new items to existing users. However, the shortcoming related to new users remains in this approach.
The ECSN recommender algorithm could solve both the new users and new items issues with regards to the cold start problem. The statistics of experimental series ECSN_Series1 to ECSN_Series3 clearly show that roughly 4 new items were recommended to existing users. In the case of number of recommended items with prediction values higher than 1 to new users, the average value was around 3.7 based on column avgNRI_NU. This means that not only has the cold start problem of previous recommender systems been solved by the ECSN algorithm, but it is also clear that the average number of recommended items to existing users with values above 1 improved by 15%. In conclusion, the cold start status in the four examined recommender algorithms (random, collaborative, contentbased, and ECSN) is illustrated in Table 3 . This problem is not applicable to the random recommender algorithm, as it only selected 10 random items and sent them to users. The collaborative algorithm suffers from the new item and new user problem, while the content-based approach solved the new item shortcoming but not the new user issue.
As depicted in the last rows of Table 2 , both the new user and new item issues pertaining to the cold start problem were resolved by the ECSN recommender algorithm.
Improving the Prediction Accuracy
We now present the experimental results and also the evaluation of the performance of proposed algorithm (ECSN) based on four previously mentioned measurements. During 14 weeks of online experiments carried out among 920 members of MyExpert academic social network, precision, recall, fallout, and F1 were used for evaluating the performance of each studied recommender algorithms.
Precision is one of most prevalent metrics for assessing usage prediction in recommender systems and information retrieving studies. It plays a great role in instances where some sets of best results are required out of several possible alternatives [33] .
Precision considers the number of a user's relevant objects ranked in the top-L places [6] . More specifically, it measures the share of top results that are relevant. In this study, the relevant items defined include academic items visited by users and that are rated with more than 2 stars. Table 4 illustrates four possible conditions based on the selection and usage situations. According to the notations in Table 4 , precision is defined as:
It can also be stated that precision is the probability that a recommended item corresponds to a user's interests and preferences.
Recall is recognized as another metric for measuring usage prediction in recommender systems and other information retrieval domains. It determines the proportion of all relevant results included in the top results. In studies where a fixed number of recommendations are suggested to each user (such as the current study in which the top 10 items are recommended to MyExpert users in every week of experiments) precision and recall can be computed at each recommendation list length N for each user. Then the average value of precision and recall can be computed for all users involved in the experiment [6, 33] .
In the recommendations domain, a perfect recall score of 1.0 indicates that all excellent items were recommended in the list. Consequently, a higher precision value is better. Recall, or the true positive rate, is calculated as the ratio of selected (recommended) items used (relevant) to the total number of items used [6, 33] :
Precision and recall are inversely related. In most cases, increasing the size of the recommendation set will increase recall but decrease precision [33] .
To further assure the performance of the ECSN algorithm, two other metrics were applied to evaluating the accuracy prediction of all studied recommender systems in this research, namely Fallout and F1. The upcoming sections focus on analyzing the relevance feedback based on these metrics.
Fallout, or the false positive rate [33] , is measured as the ratio of selected (recommended) items that are not used (irrelevant) to the total number of unutilized items:
It is the probability that an irrelevant (not used) item will be recommended to a user. According to this definition, a lower fallout rate indicates better recommender algorithm performance.
To evaluate the overall performance of a recommender algorithm it makes sense to consider precision and recall together [6] . Various researches have pointed out that precision and recall are inversely related and dependent on the length of the result list returned to the user [6, 33] . So under these circumstances, a vector of precision/recall pairs may describe recommender system performance. Several methods have been assessed to combine precision and recall into a single metric. One approach is the F1 metric (Eq. 19) which amalgamates precision and recall into a single value.
The F1-score, or F1-measure, is defined as the standard harmonic mean of precision and recall:
As shown in Eq. 19, the values of both precision and recall are considered when calculating the F1 score for measuring the accuracy prediction of a given recommender algorithm.
A complete view of the results based on prediction accuracy measurements is presented in Figure 3 . The first two runs of 14 weeks experiments were considered as pretest stages that MyExpert members received the recommended items through weekly e-Newsletters and accordingly were not included in measurements. During these two weeks, they tried rating the academic items. After this pilot test, each recommender algorithms of Random, Collaborative, Content-based and ECSN was applied in three subsequent weeks. For each series of experiments, the average value of four different measurements (Precision, Recall, Fallout, and F1) was calculated. Figure 3 illustrates the mean value of prediction accuracy based on four different measurements. The precision value had an upward trend in the 12 weeks of experiments. It started at average of 0.169 with the random algorithm and steadily rose to 0.207 for the collaborative and 0.213 for the content-based approach. In the last stage of the experiments, the ECSN algorithm reached a peak of 0.248. The ECSN algorithm enhanced the precision value of other recommender algorithms by 32% (random, MD= 0.00741), 20% (collaborative, MD=0.00395) and 21% (content-based, MD=0.00310).
Figure 3: Comparison of Studied Recommender Algorithms in terms of Prediction Accuracy
The recall value comparison for all four recommender algorithms can be seen in Figure 3 . The highest rate was attained by the random (0.976) and the ECSN algorithm (0.952), while the collaborative and content-based approaches had lower recall values, at 0.926 and 0.918 respectively. Although the ANOVA test results doesn't show any significant differences in case of recall metrics, but even based on this measurement, the contribution of the ECSN method is clear with improvement over the collaborative by 3% and content-based method by 4%.
The fallout values of the studied recommender algorithms are compared in Figure 3 , where it is obvious that the fallout rate had a decreeing trend in the 12 weeks of experiments. Referring to the definition of fallout, a lower fallout rate indicates better recommender algorithm performance. Thus, this diagram shows that the prediction accuracy of recommender algorithms improved from random (0.084), to collaborative (0.081), content-based (0.080), and finally ECSN (0.077) algorithm while the values of the fallout metric declined steadily.
The final section of the diagram corresponds to the F1 score. As mentioned previously, the values of both precision and recall are combined to calculate the F1 score for measuring the accuracy prediction of a given recommender algorithm. It is thus considered an overall metric that includes both recall and precision. Figure 3 shows the steady rise of F1 values during 12 weeks of experiments. The lowest value belongs to the random algorithm (0.288) while the peak of 0.393 corresponds to when the ECSN algorithm was applied. In other words, the ECSN recommender algorithm significantly contributes to the F1 values of the random (MD= 0.10444), collaborative (MD=0.05542), and content-based (MD=0.04679) algorithms, by 26%, 14%, and 12% respectively. The one-way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) test can be used for the case of a quantitative outcome with a categorical explanatory variable that has two or more levels of treatment [34] . As four different measurements (Precision, Recall, Fallout, and F1) were used in this study for computing the prediction accuracy of recommender algorithms, the four ANOVA test were run to examine if there were any between-group differences of means between studied recommender algorithms (Table 5 ). According to the results of LSD post hoc tests, the mean value of precision is significantly different between ECSN and three other algorithms (Table 5 .a) while this variation is not clear in terms of Recall measurement (Table 5 .b). The differences are obvious also based on Fallout and F1 as shown in Table 5 .c and Table 5 .d. Consequently, in exception of Recall, the other measurements (Precision, Fallout, and F1) show the significant difference of prediction accuracy between four studied recommender algorithms.
Conclusion and future directions
Although recommender systems have been studied in the past decade, the study of social-based recommender systems is a recent phenomenon. The purpose of this research was to determine how the cold-start problem of recommender systems could be solved in academic social networks by applying an enhanced content-based algorithm utilized by social networking features (ECSN). To test the effectiveness of the proposed recommender algorithm, a 14-week experiment was performed to compare the ECSN algorithm, Content-Based approach, collaborative filtering, and random method. The investigation results for the collected relevance feedback from MyExpert users show that the ECSN algorithm may significantly contribute to solving cold-start problem. In addition to addressing both new user and new item issues in this context, the proposed recommender algorithm in present research seems to improve the average value of recommended items to new users by 15% compared to the pure content-based algorithm. Besides, the results of the experiment based on four different measurements indicate that ECSN recommender algorithm provides better overall prediction accuracy than other studied methods. In relation to precision, the ECSN algorithm had a significant contribution of 32% (random), 17% (collaborative), and 14% (content-based). In terms of Recall measurement, the contribution of the ECSN method is evident with improvement over the collaborative by 3% and content-based method by 4%. The fallout rate had a decreeing trend in the 14 weeks of experiments. Referring to the definition of fallout, a lower fallout rate indicates better recommender algorithm performance. Thus, based on this measurement, the prediction accuracy of recommender algorithms improved from random (0.084), to collaborative (0.081), content-based (0.080), and finally ECSN (0.077) algorithm while the values of the fallout metric declined steadily. F1, as an overall metric that includes both recall and precision, is the last measurement that was used in this research. The experimental results show the steady rise of F1 values during 14 weeks of experiments. The lowest value belongs to the random algorithm (0.288) while the peak of 0.346 corresponds to when the ECSN algorithm was applied. In other words, it is clear that the ECSN recommender algorithm significantly contributes to the F1 values of the random, collaborative, and content-based algorithms, by 27%, 14%, and 11% respectively. To conclude, 14 weeks of evaluations based on the four most familiar metrics, namely precision, recall, fallout, and F1, demonstrate that the proposed recommender algorithm in this research (ECSN) successfully enhanced the prediction accuracy compared to the other studied and implemented recommender approaches. The application of ECSN recommender algorithm facilitated MyExpert existing users to receive more relevant academic items. In addition, the new users of academic social networks have this chance to be recommended by more related items and also, the problem of making recommendations for new items without any previous ratings is solved by applying ECSN algorithm.
As a novel topic for future researches, the social network based features utilized in this study could be combined with Social Network Analysis (SNA) concepts to propose a new model for enhancing the organizational behaviors and recommendations. The results of such researches can be used, for example, in decision support systems (DSS). Another question that needs more extensive research is whether the weights that were considered for calculating the node scores in Definition 4.2 could be optimized. In this research, based on the degree of importance, weight of 5 was considered for user's own preferences, weight 3 for faculty mates and weight 1 for applying the preferences of friends. Although applying these weights could make a significant contribution in solving the cold start problem and also in improving the prediction accuracy of recommendations, it may be better to apply fuzzy logic or neural networks techniques to achieve even better optimum weights [35, 36] . Furthermore, MyExpert academic social network, which was developed for this study as the runtime environment for establishing the online experiments, has this potential to be used in future researches. Anomaly detection and community studies are two fields of related researches that can use this run time environment for establishing their experiments and archiving online results [37] .
